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Abstract

Applying Classification and Regression Trees to Manage Financial Risk
Stephen F. Martin, M.S. Stat.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: James G. Scott

This goal of this project is to develop a set of business rules to mitigate risk
related to a specific financial decision within the prepaid debit card industry. Under
certain circumstances issuers of prepaid debit cards may need to decide if funds on hold
can be released early for use by card holders prior to the final transaction settlement.
After a brief introduction to the prepaid card industry and the financial risk associated
with the early release of funds on hold, the paper presents the motivation to apply the
CART (Classification and Regression Trees) method. The paper provides a tutorial of the
CART algorithms formally developed by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone in the
monograph Classification and Regression Trees (1984), as well as, a detailed explanation
of the R programming code to implement the RPART function. (Therneau 2010) Special
attention is given to parameter selection and the process of finding an optimal solution
that balances complexity against predictive classification accuracy when measured
against an independent data set through a cross validation process. Lastly, the paper
presents an analysis of the financial risk mitigation based on the resulting business rules.
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INTRODUCTION
PROJECT MOTIVATION
Most consumers who use debit cards to make purchases are unaware that
merchants may authorize and hold more funds than necessary to pay for the original
transaction. This practice is common for transactions at restaurants, hotels, rental car
agencies, pay-at-the-pump fuel pumps or any merchant where the final settlement amount
may be unknown. Until the transaction is settled these funds are withheld from the
balance and unavailable to the card holder. Final transaction settlement time periods can
range anywhere from a few minutes to a few weeks. For some debit card holders this can
prove to be very disruptive in their financial lives. In an effort to maintain a positive
customer experience, issuers of prepaid debit cards may choose to release back or
rollback to the customer any funds on hold before the final settlement. Of course, early
release of these funds introduces a risk that the funds will not be available at settlement if
needed and the account could become overdrawn. Because the original hold was
authorized, any negative balance resulting after the release of the hold becomes the
responsibility of the issuer of the debit card. The goal of this project will be to provide
business rules and guidance to minimize the financial risk of incurring negative balances
when deciding to grant an early release of funds to a pre-paid debit card customer.
PAPER OVERVIEW
After a brief introduction to the prepaid debit card industry and the policies
surrounding early release of funds on holds, this paper will explore the use of CART
(Categorization and Regression Trees) to categorize and predict negative account
1

balances. The paper will provide a summary tutorial of the CART process, especially the
splitting and re-splitting the data set using binary decisions based on measurable
customer account attributes. The paper will explain how the splitting process results in
the formation of categorization trees. The paper will explore the best set of parameters to
prune the tree while searching for the optimal balance between the complexity of the tree
and its ability to accurately classify data from an independent validation data set. The
paper will present the process of cross validation against multiple random draws from
training and validation data sets. Finally the paper will analyze the optimized tree from
the CART process, present the resulting business rules and discuss the potential reduction
in financial risk under a hypothetical implementation of the resulting rules.
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to Prepaid Debit Card Risk
INTRODUCTION TO THE PREPAID DEBIT CARD INDUSTRY
The current consumer purchase payment system operates across a broad spectrum
of payment vehicles including cash, checks, credit and debit cards, but the greatest
growth is occurring in the debit card industry. (Nilson 2010 Dec) Cash and checks have a
long history, but debit cards are replacing cash due to greater convenience, better
spending and budget control and increased safety (Harris 2012). Checks too are quickly
becoming a thing of the past. The US Treasury is transitioning to electronic payment
beginning in March 2012 and Europe has plans to completely eliminate checks from their
payments systems beginning in 2018 (Go Direct 2011).
Advancements in technology have ushered in an era of electronic credit and debit
card payments. Purchase transactions on credit and debit cards in the U.S. are projected
to grow an estimated 45% between 2010 and 2015. (Nilson 2010 Dec) In 2010 the total
spent by U.S. generated credit and debit cards totaled $3.516 trillion. (Nilson 2010 May)
Of that $1.644 trillion (47%) of the purchase volume was performed on debit cards, up
45.1% over 2009. Looking back to the year 2000, debit cards have been consistently
growing their share of the total dollars spent in the U.S. (Nilson 2011 May) The split
between debit card spending and credit card spending has shifted from 24% debit card in
2000 to 47% debit cards in 2010. (Nilson 2011 May) The projected trend is for debit
cards to continue to gain share of the debit/credit purchase transactions, while credit cards
will continue to lose share.
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Prepaid debit card spending is also gaining its share of the debit and credit card
purchase transaction volume. Prepaid debit cards function nearly identically to traditional
debit cards with the exception that the prepaid debit card holder does not have a direct
relationship with the debit card issuing bank. Often times prepaid debit card holders fall
under labels of “un-banked”, “under-banked” or “unhappily-banked”. There are various
reasons prepaid debit card holders do not maintain a direct relationship with a bank. For
the “un-banked” and “under-banked”, the card holder may have limited banking options
because of a poor credit history, little or no credit history, defaults on overdraft fees,
writing checks against insufficient funds, etc. The “unhappily-banked” card holder may
be looking for an alternative to traditional banking fees or the traditional banking
experience. The October 2010 issue of the Nilson Report claims, “The more than 27
million U.S. households categorized as unbanked or underbanked are those in which
individuals either have no checking or savings account, or if they do, multiple times a
year they still turn to alternative financial services such as nonbank money orders,
nonbank check cashing services, payday loans, rent-to-own agreements, and
pawnshops.”(Nilson Oct 2010) It is this group of consumers that creates the demand for
the prepaid card industry.
Similar to debit cards issued by banks, prepaid debit card customers can store
funds on a card and spend the funds with any merchant that accepts Visa or Mastercard
branded cards. Funds can be credited to accounts in a variety of methods including cash
loads at participating retailers including check cashiers, grocery stores, convenience
stores, etc. or via direct deposit. Once funds are loaded onto the card they can also be
4

spent in a variety of methods including debit or credit swipes at any merchant accepting
debit or credit cards, online transactions using the card number and security code,
recurring bill pay transactions or over-the-counter cash withdrawals at financial
institutions.
INTRODUCTION TO ROLLBACK RISK
As described earlier purchase transactions may occur where a hold might be
placed on the account to secure additional funds for future settlement. For example, a
hotel may request a hold of an additional $50 above the room rate to cover incidentals
incurred during a stay. Ideally upon check out the hold would be settled for any incidental
expenses or released if no additional expenses were incurred. Commonly, however,
merchants do not release the hold when there is nothing to settle. This is not as critical an
issue with a credit card since a portion of the credit limit is on hold and not actual funds.
But for the debit card holder these funds are not available until the hold is released.
Depending on merchant type, network rules and other circumstances most holds
automatically expire. But the timeframe for automated releases can range anywhere from
a matter of minutes to a matter of weeks. In the meantime, this can be very disruptive for
the debit card holder. This issue becomes even more disruptive for the underbanked
segment of consumers which maintain low average balances on prepaid debit cards.
These funds on hold are often needed to complete pressing financial transactions.
Commonly this scenario results in a call to customer service where card holders
request to have the hold released. Following a set of business rules, a customer service
5

agent is equipped to make a decision whether or not to release or rollback the funds to the
account. Those familiar with the debit card industry have adopted the term roll back to
describe the early release of funds on hold to an account.
The practice of granting rollbacks is not governed by banking regulations and is
offered as a courtesy to encourage customer loyalty. However, rollbacks introduce a risk
to issuers of prepaid debit cards because there is no guarantee that funds will be available
if the merchant later settles for more than the original transaction amount. Because the
hold was pre-authorized, the settlement from the merchant will be processed and posted
to the account. This process could potentially force the account into a negative balance or
overdrawn position. Prepaid debit card issuers are at risk for these negative balances as
they age and are eventually written off as a loss expense. In many cases loyal customers
reload the card and cure the negative balance. The challenge for the prepaid debit card
risk manager is to be able to implement business rules that can best predict which
customers will maintain a positive balance or fund a negative balance and can be safely
granted an early release of funds on hold. This challenge provides the motivation to
create a set of rules that can accurately categorize which customers pose a risk of
generating negative balances.

6

Chapter 2: Classification and Regression Trees (CART) Tutorial
OVERVIEW OF CART PROCESS
The process and theory behind Categorical and Regression Tree algorithms
(CART) dates back to the early 1970’s based on the work of Leo Breiman (University of
California, Berkeley), Jerome Friedman (Stanford University), Richard Olshen (Stanford
University) and Charles Stone (University of California, Berkeley). (Breiman 1984) The
basic process of CART was designed for data sets where each observation can be
assigned to a class. In simple terms, the CART process attempts to split the data set into
subsets based on measurable attributes of each observation until all observations can be
classified into subsets containing only elements of a single class. This can be illustrated
with a simple example.
CART Example
Figure 1 below is a scatter plot of 200 random observations from the data set. The
data set will be fully described later, but for this example it is sufficient to note that the
data set is comprised of individual transactions where funds on hold were rolled back to
the customer. Three measurements are represented in Figure 1:


ACCT_AGE: the age of the account at the time of the rollback.



ACH_CNT: the total number of ACH credits (direct deposits) posted to the
account prior to the rollback event.



NEG_BAL_90: indicator of whether the account has maintanined a negative
balance position for 90 consecutive days. (Y= 90-day negative balance accounts;
N=non 90-day negative balance accounts). Experience has shown that once a
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negative account has aged for 90 days it is very unlikely the card holder will cure
the account with new deposits. Most 90 day old negative balances will be
written off as a loss once they age to 180 days.

Figure 1: Sample Data Scatter Plot of Account Age vs Count of ACH Credits

Rollback transactions for accounts that have aged a negative balance for 90 days
after the rollback event are represented by red dots (). All other observations are
8

represented by black dots (). The account age at the time of the rollback is plotted along
the x-axis and the count of total lifetime ACH deposits is plotted along the y-axis. The
contents of this sample set are summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Summary of Sample Data Set

Of the 200 observations, 61 (30.5%) are classified as accounts that maintained a
negative balance for at least 90 days after the rollback event. All other observations are
associated with accounts with a positive balance or a negative balance that are less than
90 days old at the time of measurement.
At first glance one might try to attempt to explain the underlying data structure
with traditional logistic analysis. The CART process is different in that it will attempt to
find rules to classify the observations by class using all measurements for each
observation. Figure 2 below begins a series of possible splits of the data that attempt to
classify the points by class or account balance status. The goal of the CART process is to
divide and sub-divide the data set to create sub sets which are purely or nearly purely
made up of observations of a single class.
9

Figure 2: Sample Data –First Possible Split at ACH Count < 0.50

Figure 2 illustrates an initial split of the data set along count of ACH credits <
0.50 which basically separates all observations where the count of ACH credits = 0. This
is synonymous to separating observations for accounts that are not direct deposit
customers. The resulting sub set contains 77 observations where 63 observations (82%)
are represented with black dots and classified as not having a 90-day old negative
balance.
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Figure 3: Sample Data –Second Possible Split at Account Age > 1164

Figure 3 illustrates a second split of the data where the count of ACH credits >
0.50 and the account age > 1164. The resulting subset contains 19 observations where 12
observations (63%) are represented by red points and classified as having a 90-day old
negative balance.
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Figure 4: Sample Data –Third Possible Split at ACH Count > 48

Figure 4 illustrates a third split of the data where count of ACH credits > 0.50 and
age of account < 1164 and count of ACH credits > 48. The resulting sub set contains 35
observations where 31 (89%) are represented by black points and classified as not having
a 90-day negative balance.
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Figure 5: Sample Data –Fourth Possible Split at Account Age < 208

Figure 5 illustrates a fourth split of the data where count of ACH credits > 0.50
and account age < 1164 and count of ACH credits < 48 and account age < 208. The
resulting sub set contains 24 observations where 16 observations (67%) are represented
by black points and classified as not having 90-day negative balances.
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Figure 6: Sample Data –Fifth Possible Split Along Account Age =346

Figure 6 illustrates a fifth split of the data where count of ACH credits > 0.50 and
account age < 1164 and count of ACH credits < 48 along account age = 346. This forms
the final two sub sets. For account age < 346, the resulting sub set will contain 29
observations where 18 (62%) are classified as non 90-day old negative balances. The
other sub set where account age > 346 contains 16 observations where 12 (75%) are
represented by red points and classified as 90-day old negative balances.
While none of the splits described above or illustrated in Figures 2 through 6
create sub sets that are purely 100% of one class, the splitting of the data did manage to
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produce subsets with proportions of the class of 90 day old negative balances that
improve on the original 70/30 proportion of 90 day old negative balances.
Figure 7 illustrates how these splits could be represented with a classification tree.
Note that the final subsets, referred to as terminal nodes, are labeled Y or N based on the
majority of the class of the observation in the node. The majority of observations in
terminal nodes labeled with a Y belong to the class where the account had a negative
balance that had aged 90+ days. The terminal nodes labeled with am N contain
observations where the majority have positive balances or negative balances less than 90
days old.
Figure 7: Sample Data – Classification Tree
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A potential business rule could be to approve rollback requests where the
classification rules illustrated by the tree in Figure 7 classify a request into a node labeled
‘N’. This would indicate that there would be less risk for these accounts to create a
negative balance that would age 90 days. A complementary rule would be to decline
rollback requests that are classified into nodes labeled ‘Y’. Nodes labeled with a ‘Y’
would represent sub groups with the highest risk of an account generating a negative
balance that would remain negative for at least 90 days.
High Level Summary of the CART Process
The previous example of sub dividing data illustrated the process of growing a
categorization tree. Since none of the resulting sub sets or nodes were made up of entirely
a single class of observations, the sub dividing or splitting process could have continued
until all nodes were purely made up of observations of a single class even if each node
only contained a single observation. At this point one might choose to remove splits to
decrease the number of terminal nodes. This process of reducing the size of the tree is
called pruning. The CART process is an iterative process of growing trees and pruning
trees until an optimal balance is found between the complexity of the tree and the
classification accuracy when the tree is used to classify a set of independent observations.
(Breiman 1984) The basic steps of the process can be summarized as:
i.)

First, a binary decision tree is grown. A sub set of the original data set is
selected to serve as the training data set. A set of binary splits based on all
measurements for each observation of the training set are derived. These
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splits divide and sub divide the training data set until each resulting sub set or
node contains only observations of a single class even if to do so means the
resulting sub sets only contain a single observation. The end result is a very
large, complex set of spitting rules or decision tree. (Breiman 1984)
ii.)

Second, the splitting rules from the first set are applied to the complement
set of observations, known as the validation set. The set of classification rules
are used to predict the classification of observations from the validation data
set. A baseline measure of the proportion of misclassified observations is
recorded. (Breiman 1984)

iii.)

Third, the original tree is pruned back by via an algorithm controlled by a
complexity parameter  to select the splits to be removed from the decision
tree. The resulting pruned classification tree is used to predict the
classification of observations from the validation set. Again, a measure of the
proportion of misclassified observations is recorded. This pruning step can be
repeated until the decision tree is pruned back to the root or the original
state of the learning set. (Breiman 1984)

iv.)

Fourth, a final analysis of the misclassification proportions, pruning
parameters and decision tree complexity is performed to find the optimal
decision tree representing a balance between tree complexity and the
prediction misclassification rate. (Breiman 1984)

17

NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Using Brieman’s notation, let ‘C’ represent the set of classes where the different
classes are numbered 1, 2, … J. Or C={1,…,J}. The data set for the project presented in
this paper is assigned to one of two classes. Either the observation is related to an account
with a negative account balance that has aged 90+ days or it’s not. Thus for this project
since NEG_BAL_90  {N,Y} then C={N,Y}. Measurements for each observation are
also included in the dataset. These measurements can be defined as (x1, x2, … xn), and
form a measurement vector x for each observation. From the example presented earlier
x=(ACCT_AGE, ACH_CNT).
The process of CART can be best described directly from Breiman’s monograph
“Based on these measurements, we then want to predict which class the case is in.”
(Breiman 1984) Based on the set of measurements for each observation, CART generates
a systematic way to predict which class the observation is assigned. This leads to
Breiman’s definition of a classifier or classifier rule:
DEFINITION 1.1

A classifier or classification rule is a function d(x) defined

on X so that for every x, d(x) is equal to one of the numbers 1, 2, …, J. (Breiman
1984)
In plainer terms d(x) is a classification rule based on the measurement vector x for
each observation to classify the observation into a final subset or terminal node. This
classification rule d(x) was illustrated earlier as a decision tree or set of splitting rules. In
the context of the presented project, the classification rule d(x) will be the set of rules
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based on measurements of account attributes to predict if the account will incur a
negative balance that will remain negative for 90+ days.
CART is distinct from traditional statistical techniques, such as general linear
models, that assume the underlying structure of the data is homogeneous and limited to
prediction with a few parameters. (Breiman 1984) The CART process allows for
discovery of structure in very large data sets involving very many variables. For these
reasons the CART process was selected for this project in place of traditional models.
Experience has proven that customer account behavior is rarely homogenous and the
number of measurements of account attributes or behavior is only limited by the effort
and imagination of the data analyst.
A CLOSER LOOK AT GROWING TREES AND SPLITTING RULES
Essentially the CART process evaluates each split of the data at each recorded
measurement for each observation. For this project, the result of each split of the data is
binary resulting in two independent subsets or nodes. For categorical variables, the splits
may be defined by any subset of the values of the categorical variable. For this project,
most categorical variables are binary with values of either ‘Y’ or ‘N’. Thus a split can
divide the data into two sub sets where observations have a categorical variable = ‘Y’ or
=’N’. For numeric or continuous measurements of the observations in the data, the split
may occur anywhere along the range of measurements. Subsequent nodes can also be
split along any variable measurement. A node that can no longer be split is labeled a
terminal node. (Breiman 1984)
19

Figure 8 illustrates an example of the first split of the learning data set into two
nodes and subsequent splits of those two nodes into four additional nodes.
Figure 8: Illustration of a Data Split

The resulting subsets, referred to as nodes, are represented graphically by boxes.
Each box is labeled either as Class=‘Y’ or Class=‘N’ to correspond to the class in the
majority within the node. The decision rule of the best split of the node is listed.
Observations that evaluate the decision rule as true are grouped in the node along the left
branch. Observations that evaluate the decision rule as false are grouped in the node
20

along the right branch. (Breiman 1984). Splits along categorical variables are represented
by equality statements. Splits along continuous or numeric variables will are represented
by inequality statements.
Use of the term best split quickly begs the question of how is the best split chosen
As an introduction to choosing the best split, Breiman proposed the fundamental idea “to
select each split of a subset so that the data in each of the descendant subsets are ‘purer’
than the data in the parent subset.” (Breiman 1984) In other words, the best split is the
split that improves the purity of the classes contained in the resulting sub sets.
In figure 8 above the original data set begins with a division of observations of
67.4% classified as ‘N’ and 32.6% classified as ‘Y’. After the first split Node 3 contains
observations where the ‘OD_FLAG’  ‘Y’. The resulting mix of classes is 30% ‘Y’ and
70% ‘N’, representing a purer split than the original data set. Breiman introduces an
impurity function to quantify the impurity for a given class within a node. (Breiman
1984), The best split then would be the split that would minimize the impurity function
for the subsequent node.
SPLITTING RULES AND GOODNESS OF SPLIT CRITERION
Breiman defines a “goodness of split criterion (s,t) that can be evaluated for any
split s of any node t” (Breiman 1984). The best split or the split selected is the “split s*
which maximizes (s,t)” (Breiman 1984). Using Breiman’s notation and Definition 2.5,
the impurity function  is a function  defined on the set of all J-tuples of numbers (p1,
…, pJ). Recall J=# of classes, which for this project = 2 (‘NEG_BAL_90’  {‘Y’, ‘N’})
21

The set (p1, …, pJ) represents the proportion of each class in a given data set, subset or
node. The function satisfies pj>= 0, as j ranges from 1, …, J and the sum across all
classes = 1 or jpj = 1. It follows that the impurity function is at a maximum when the
proportion of each class is the same. For the data set in this project where there are two
classes, the impurity function is maximized at the point (0.50,0.50). The minimum for the
impurity function would be achieved at the points (1,0) or (0,1) or when the node only
contains observations of one class.
The impurity measure which Breiman notates as i(t) for any given node t as
I(t) = (p(1|t), p(2|t), …, p(J|t).
Breiman defines the decrease in impurity as:
i(s,t) = i(t) = pRi(tR) – pLi(tL),
where s is a split at a node t that groups a proportion of the observations from node t into
node tR and the balance of the observations from node t into node tL.
A full derivation can be found in Breiman’s monograph, but the methods to
maximize the decrease in impurity give rise to impurity rules. One such rule is the Gini
Index of Diversity (Breiman 1984)
i(t) =  p(i|t)p(j|t).
Another rule is known as the “twoing rule”
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Breiman readily admits that “…the final trees selected are surprisingly insensitive
to the choice of splitting rule. The criterion used to prune or recombine upward is much
more important.” (Breiman 1984)
GROWING A TREE USING R
The R function to generate a binary tree is ‘rpart’. (Therneau 2012)
rpart(formula, data, weights, subset, na.action = na.rpart, method, model = FALSE, x =
FALSE, y = TRUE, parms, control, cost, ...)
The basic parameters are described below.


Formula: Like the lm function, Formula takes the form of ‘Classification Variable’ ~
Variable 1 + Variable 2 + …



Method: Choices for Method include “class”, “anova”, “poisson”, “exp”. Since this
project is based on a classification variable, method=”class” will be selected.



Params:

Parameter

allows

the

user

to

select

a

splitting

rule.

Setting

parms=list(split=’gini’) selects the ‘Gini Method’.

The general rpart function used during this project took the form of:
tree=rpart(NEG_BAL_90~ACCT_AGE+DD_FLAG+DOCS+OD_FLAG+FAP_FLAG+
RB_CNT+RB_AMT+RB_AGE+CL_AMT+CL_CNT+PM_CL_AMT+PM_CL_CNT+A
CH_AMT+ACH_CNT+PM_ACH_AMT+PM_ACH_CNT+MCC,data=learn,method='cl
ass',parms=list(split='gini',loss=loss_matrix),control=tree.control)
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‘NEB_BAL_90’ is the classification variable. All measured variables were
included in the function. The data set used was a partition of the original data set named
‘train’. The method was set to ‘class’ and the ‘gini’ splitting rule selected.
Other controls were included in the control parameter.
tree.control <- c(cp = cp_grow, maxcomptete=4, maxsurrogate=2, usesurrogate=1,
xval=2, surrogatestyle=1, maxdepth=20)


cp = cp_grow: cp represents the complexity parameter. Each split must decrease the
overall impurity by a factor of cp, which is set to a variable cp_grow that can be adjusted



Maxcompete =4: Function will store 4 of the competing splits.

Maxsurrogate, ussesurrogate and surrogatestyle are all parameters to instruct the
function how to handle missing data or missing measurements on an observation. A
surrogate split will, based on the parameters setting, arbitrarily decide on which branch to
divide the sample.


Maxsurrogate=2: Function will store 2 of the surrogate splits



Usesurrogate=2: Informs the function how to use surrogates in the splitting process.
When usesurrogate is set to 2, if all surrogates are missing, the observation will be sent
down the split in the majority direction.



Xval=2: Sets the number of cross validations to use



Surrogatestyle=1: Controls the selection of the best surrogate. When surrogatestyle is
set =1 then the percent correct when calculated over non-missing values is used.
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Maxdepth=20: Sets the maximum depth of a node in the final tree.

Figure 9 displays the results from growing the original tree. The complexity and depth of
the tree make it too difficult to label each node and split for the reader. But the figure
does illustrate the need for a pruning method.
Figure 9: Graphical Illustration of Maximum Tree

Depending on the data there is nothing to stop the splitting process. In fact,
Breiman states in the monograph “CART” that stopping rules are hard to come by.
(Breiman 1984) If the data is not clearly segmented by class, then splitting will can
continue until a node contains only observations of a single class or each observation is in
a node all by itself. Of course this is problematic for several reasons. First, such a tree
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would be very deep with many levels and far too complex to be useful. Secondly, such a
tree would not re-classify an independent validation data set with an acceptable level of
accuracy. A maximally complex tree would be considered over trained and only reliable
for accurate prediction for the same data set from which is was derived.
This provides the motivation to prune back the levels of the tree until a balance
can be struck between the complexity of the tree and the ability to correctly predict the
classification of an independent data set. A method will be introduced to prune a tree
involving a cross validation process and optimization of the complexity parameter.
PRUNING TREES
Figure 9 showed that classification trees can quickly become very complex.
Ultimately the goal of any CART project is to create a “right sized tree T” and an
accurate estimator of the “true expected misclassification cost of R*(T)” (Breiman 1984).
Early work in generating classification trees centered about the best approach to stop the
growing of the tree. However it was determined that proper pruning of the tree created
the best results. (Breiman 1984) The preferred procedure to prune a tree is based on the
estimate of the expected misclassification cost, R*(T). In order to properly prune a tree
two questions must be answered. First, what is the right way to prune a tree? And second,
how to find the best estimates of R*(T), the expected misclassification cost?
Central to a discussion on pruning trees is an understanding of the re-substitution
estimate for the overall misclassification rate R*(T). In simple terms, the overall
misclassification rate can be explained as the proportion of correctly classified
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observations when a classification rule is used to classify an independent data set. To use
Breiman’s notation and definitions:
DEFINITION 2.11: the re-substitution estimate r(t) of the probability of
misclassification, given that a case falls into node t, is r(t) = 1 – maxm p(j|t). (Breiman
1984)
Denote R(t) = r(t)p(t).
This is the re-substitution estimate for any given node t. For the overall misclassification

Pruning begins with a very large and complex tree. For this project a max tree
depth of 20 was selected grown with a complexity parameter of 0.0001. Descendant
nodes t’ are any nodes that connect down a path from another node t. Breiman proposes
“Mimimal Cost-Complexity Pruning” with definition 5.5 in section 3.3 of his monograph
(Breiman 1984).
DEFINITION 3.5 For any subtree T < Tmax’ define its complexity as |Ť|, the
number of terminal nodes in T. Let   0 be a real number called the complexity
parameter and define the cost-complexity measure R(T) = R(T) + |Ť|. (Breiman 1984)
The cost-complexity measure, R(T) can be described as a linear combination of
R(T), the cost of the tree and |Ť|, a measure of tree complexity based on the total
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number of terminal nodes. The complexity parameter  adds a penalty for the number of
nodes in the tree. Different values of the complexity parameter  provide a range of
values for the cost-complexity measure R(T). For example, for very small values of 
there is little or no penalty for the number of nodes in the tree. If a classification tree is
allowed to be so complex that each observation is classified in a node by itself, then the
misclassification rate R(T) would be zero. Thus for the smallest values of  the costcomplexity measure R(T) would be minimized.
As the complexity parameter  increases so does the penalty for the number of
nodes. At the far extreme for large values of  the terminal nodes of the resulting
classification tree would be reduced to zero and the result is no tree at all. Without any
terminal nodes the data set is un-split and only represents the root.
Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between the misclassification rate and
complexity parameter  as  is increased from 0.0001 to 0.0080 in steps of 0.0001. Note
that the misclassification rate was calculated by applying the classification rules of the
resulting tree to an independent set of observations.
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Figure 10: Plot of Misclassified % vs Pruning Complexity Parameter ()

Figure 10 illustrates several key points. First, local minimums can be found at:
(0.0021, 0.29625)
(0.0029, 0.29625)
(0.0030, 0.29625)
(0.0031, 0.29625)
So {0.0021, 0.0029, 0.0030, 0.0031) are all candidates for the complexity
parameter to generate the optimal classification tree that minimizes the misclassifications
rate.
Secondly, one can see that while  can take on a continuous range of values and
 is incremented in regular intervals, there are only a finite set of pruned trees. The result
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is “jump points” where the misclassification rate is minimized for values of  until 
reaches a jump point and the misclassification rate changes. (Breiman 1984)
CROSS VALIDATION
Per Breiman, “cross validation is the preferred estimation method.” (Breiman
1984) Cross validation involves randomly dividing the data set into independent subsets.
For this project, the data is divided into two independent data sets. One data set, the
learning set, is chosen to grow a sufficiently large tree. The results of this tree are used to
predict the classification of observations from the second data set, known as the
validation set. The number of misclassified observations is noted and recorded.
Beginning with a minimal value for the complexity parameter  the tree is pruned. The
results of the pruned tree are used to predict the classification of the observations from
the validation set and the misclassification rate is noted and recorded again. This loop
iterates until the maximum value of the complexity parameter is reached and the tree has
been pruned completely down to the root. The recorded results are a set of points made
up of complexity parameter values and misclassification rates. The plot of these points
creates the plot in Figure 10 above. Experimentation with the data set for this project
determined that the complexity parameter  ranges from 0.0001 to 0.0080. Any values of
 > 0.0080 consistently pruned the tree completely back to the root or original data set. In
creating the final model the complete cross validation process will be repeated with 1000
different random partitions of the data.
The cross validation logic can be summed up as:
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1. Randomly partition the data set into learning and validation sub sets.
2. Use the learning data set to initially grow a large and complex tree.
3. For a beginning complexity parameter value, prune back the initial tree.
4. Use the pruned tree to predict the classification of observations in the validation data
set.
5. Calculate the misclassification rate based on the proportion of misclassified
observations to total observations.
6. Record the complexity parameter and corresponding misclassification rate.
7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 for the entire range of values for the complexity parameter.
8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 multiple times for different random partitions of the data set.
9. Use the mean of the misclassification rate for each value of the complexity parameter as
an estimator to find the minimum cost-complexity measure.

Figure 11 shows the results for 100 iterations of random partitions of the data, where
the data was randomly split into two equal sized data sets. Each line represents the plot of
complexity parameter versus the misclassification rate as the complexity parameter 
increases from 0.0001 to 0.0080. The darker, blue line through the band of plots
represents the plot of the complexity parameter versus the mean misclassified rate at each
point.
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Figure 11: Plot of Misclassified % vs Pruning Complexity Parameter, 

Figure 11 illustrates that the optimal value of the complexity parameter  lies near
0.0020, where the misclassified % is a minimum of just under 0.30.
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Chapter 3: Building the CART Model
OVERVIEW OF DATA
The data set for this project consists of 9079 instances where rollbacks were
approved for prepaid debit cardholders during the month of September 2011. To reiterate,
transactions were classified as ‘Y’ if the account had a negative balance that had aged for
at least 90 days after the rollback event and as ‘N’ otherwise. Of the 9079 transactions,
2944 (32.4%) were labeled as ‘Y’. The remaining 6135 transactions (67.6%) were
labeled as ‘N’.
Figure 12: Pie Chart: Proportion of Observations for ‘NEG_BAL_90’

Proportion of Observations
with A 90-Day Old Negative Balance
NEG_BAL_90=Y
2,944 32%

NEG_BAL_90=N
6,135 68%

Total risk is measured in terms of the total of the negative balances for accounts
granted roll backs. The 9079 observations represent approved rollbacks on 6867 unique
accounts. Of these accounts, 2242 were overdrawn with negative balances totaling
($63,900). This results in an average negative balance at risk of ($28.52). Typically
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negative balances are allowed to remain negative for up to 180 days to allow time for the
cardholder or collection process to cure the negative account. After 180 days the entire
negative balances is charged off and recorded as an expense.
The variables and measurements collected for each hold release transaction are
described below:
NEG_BAL_90’ (‘Y’/’N’):

90 Day Negative Balance Flag: Categorical variable
indicator of whether or not the account associated with the
rollback request has had a negative account balance that
has aged or remained negative for at least 90 days since the
date of the hold release. ‘Y’ indicates that the account has a
90 day old negative balance. Y=2944 (32.4%); N=6135
(67.6%)

‘ACCT_AGE’:

Account Age: Continuous integer calculation of the number
of days between the account creation date and the date the
rollback was granted. Range [0,3688]; median = 407; mean
= 579

‘DD’ (‘Y’/’N’):

Direct Deposit Flag: Categorical variable indicator for
whether or not the account associated with the rollback has
ever received a credit of funds via bank ACH or direct
deposit. ‘Y’ indicates the account has received an ACH or
direct deposit credit. Y=5598 (61.7%); N=3481 (38.3%)
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‘DOCS’ (‘Y’/’N’):

Documentation Flag: Categorical variable indicating if the
card holder submitted documentation as a part of the
original decision process prior to release of the funds on
hold. ‘Y’ indicates that documentation was submitted.
(Y=1825 (20.1%); N=7354 (79.9%)

‘OD_FLAG’ (‘Y’/’N’):

Overdraft Protection Flag: Categorical variable indicating if
the account associated with the hold release had ever
received overdraft protection prior to the rollback.
Overdraft protection is an optional product feature that the
card holder agrees to and must meet minimal account
activity requirements. ‘Y’ indicates that the account has
benefitted at least once from overdraft protection. Y=1362
(15.0%; N=7717 (85.0%)

‘FAP_FLAG’ (‘Y’/’N’):

Fee Advantage Plan Flag: Categorical variable indication if
the account associated with the hold release is a subscriber
to the unlimited free PIN/SIG transaction fee plan.
Subscribers on the unlimited transaction fee plan pay a
monthly fee and are not charged for each PIN-based or
signature-based purchase transaction performed with the
pre-paid debit card. ‘Y’ indicates that the account is
subscribed to the monthly unlimited PIN/SIG transaction
fee plan. Y=5088 (56.0%); N=3991 (44.0%)
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‘RB_CNT’:

Rollback Count: Continuous integer count of the total
number of rollbacks ever granted to the account prior to the
observed rollback. Range [1,30] median = 1, mean = 2.15

‘RB_AMT’:

Rollback Amount: Continuous sum of the total amount of
funds ever released to the account prior to the observed
rollback. Range [0.01, 999.40]; median = 49.36; mean =
80.85

‘RB_AGE’:

Rollback Age: Continuous integer calculation of the
number of days between the date when the hold was placed
on the funds and the date the funds were released back to
the card holder. Calculation was based on the difference in
the dates based on whole days regardless of the time of day
the rollback actually occurred. Range [0,29]; median = 4;
mean = 4.474

‘CL_AMT’:

Cash Load Amount: Continuous variable summing the total
dollar amount of cash load credits posted to the account
prior to the rollback. Range [0,326,975]; median = 2061.5;
mean = 6413.1

‘CL_CNT’:

Cash Load Count: Continuous integer variable summing
the total count of the number of cash load credits posted to
the account prior to the rollback. Range [0,890], median =
10; mean = 25.43
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‘PM_CL_AMT’:

Prior Month Cash Load Amount: Continuous variable
summing the total dollar amount of cash load credits posted
to the account in the month directly prior to the rollback.
Range [0,12,594]; median = 0, mean = 303.5)

‘PM_CL_CNT’:

Prior Month Cash Load Count: Continuous integer variable
summing the total count of the number of cash load credits
posted to the account in the month directly prior to the
rollback. Range [0,35]; median = 0; mean = 1.22

‘ACH_AMT’:

ACH (Direct Deposit) Amount: Continuous variable
summing the total dollar amount of ACH or Direct Deposit
load credits posted to the account prior to the rollback.
Range [0,461,168]; median = 9567; mean = 27,936

‘ACH_CNT’:

ACH (Direct Deposit) Count: Continuous integer variable
summing the total count of the number of ACH or Direct
Deposit load credits posted to the account prior to the
rollback. Range [0,706]; median = 17; mean = 38.79

‘PM_ACH_AMT’:

Prior Month ACH Amount: Continuous variable summing
the total dollar amount of ACH or Direct Deposit load
credits posted to the account in the month directly prior to
the rollback. Range [0,34196], median = 500, mean = 1184

‘PM_ACH_CNT’:

Prior Month ACH Count: Continuous integer variable
summing the total count of the number of ACH or Direct
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Deposit load credits posted to the account in the month
directly prior to the rollback. Range [0,44]; median = 1;
mean = 1.688
‘MCC’:

Merchant Category Code: Categorical variable indicating
the merchant category code of the merchant that requested
the hold of funds on the account.


A=Airlines



B=Car Rental



C=Hotels



D=Telecom



E=Pay-at-the-Pump Gas



F=Telecom Equipment



G=Direct Marketing Catalogs



H=WTMO (Wire Transfers and Money Orders)



I=Direct Marketing



J=Computer Network Services



K=Manual Cash Distributions (Cash, Money Orders,
Traveler Checks purchased at financial institutions



L=Cable, Satellite and Pay TV Services



M=Restaurants



N=All Others
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FINAL R CODE VERSION FOR THE MODEL
A final and complete version of the R code used to implement the CART model
can be found in Appendix A. What follows are short explanations of each section of the
final code.
#STEP 1: START UP: LOAD LIBRARY AND DATA
library(rpart): rb_all

<- read.table ("C:\\Documents and Settings\\smartin\\my

documents\\smartin\\cart\\rb_sample.csv", header=T, sep=",")
The first step in the code is to add the rpart function into the active R library and
import the data set. The data set of roll back data is loaded into a table named “rb_all”.
The original data set was queried directly from a prepaid debit card provider database and
exported as a .csv file to a local directory. Header=T added useful column names to the
data set. And sep=”,” indicates that each field is separated by a comma.
#STEP 2: INITIALIZE VARIABLES
alpha_results_f <-numeric(0)
mc_results_f <-numeric(0)
iter_tracker <-numeric(0)
iter_loops <-numeric(0)
iter_loops <-1000
wt=1.0
hold_out=2/3
Several variables need to be created and initialize to control the looping of the
procedure and record data. ‘cp_results_f’ is used to store the final values of the
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complexity parameter used in each pruning step. ‘mc_results_f’ is used to store the
misclassification rates for each value of the complexity parameter for each iteration of the
procedure. ‘iter_tracker’ is used to track the progress of the procedure for use in
debugging. ‘iter_loops’ is a control variable used to limit the number of iterations for the
procedure. ‘iter_loops<-1000’ sets the number of iterations to be performed at 1000. ‘wt’
contains the parameter value for the weight assigned in the loss matrix. The loss matrix
will be discuss in more details later. The data set is split into a training set and validation
set. The ‘hold_out’ parameter determines the proportion of records to be held out of the
training set. Thus a hold out of 2/3 of the data set will form the validation set. The
remaining 1/3 of the data set will be assigned to the learning set.
#STEP 3: BEGIN THE FOR LOOP
for (i in seq(1,iter_loops,1)) {
Step 3 contains the loop control parameters. The loop will run for i=1 to
i=iter_loops, which was preset to 1000, which will create 1000 loops through the code to
follow.
#STEP 4: PARTITION DATA INTO LEARNING AND VALIDATION SUB SETS
random_data<-rb_all[sample(1:nrow(rb_all),9000,replace=FALSE),]
learn<-random_data[1:lr_learn,]
valid<-random_data[fr_train:9000,]
The original data set contains 9079 observations. 9000 observations are randomly
selected and inserted into a data set named ‘random_data’. From this random selection, a
proportion equal to (1-‘hold_out’) of records are selected and placed into a data set
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named ‘learn’ This data set will be the learning data set (or training data set) used to
grow the initial tree. The remaining records are selected and placed into a data set named
‘valid’. This data set will be the independent validation set used to measure the
misclassification rates.
#STEP 5: GROW INITIAL TREE
alpha_grow=0.0001
tree.control<- c(cp=alpha_grow, maxcompete=2, maxsurrogate=2, usesurrogate=0,
xval=2, surrogatestyle=0, maxdepth=20)
wt=1
loss_matrix<-matrix(c(0,1,wt,0),nrow=2)
tree=rpart(NEG_BAL_90~ACCT_AGE + DD_FLAG + DOCS + OD_FLAG +
FAP_FLAG + RB_CNT + RB_AMT + RB_AGE + CL_AMT + CL_CNT + PM_CL_AMT
+ PM_CL_CNT + ACH_AMT + ACH_CNT + PM_ACH_AMT + PM_ACH_CNT
+MCC,

data=learn,

method='class',

parms=list(split='gini',loss=loss_matrix),

control=tree.control)
To begin growing the initial tree, the complexity parameter is set at a minimum
value of 0.0001 and stored in a variable named ‘cp_grow’. Parameter settings or controls
can be set for the rpart function in a control vector. The vector ‘tree.control’ consists of
the following parameters: ‘cp=cp_grow’ is the variable containing the complexity
parameter value. ‘maxcompete=2’is the number of competitor splits to be stored in the
output. While not explored in this project it can be useful to know not only which split
was chosen, but which split was ranked second, third, fourth, etc. ‘maxsurrogate=0’ is the
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number of surrogate splits saved in the output. Surrogate splits represent different
algorithms to decide which branch of a split to send observations with missing data.
Missing data was not an issue for this project. During the data collection process it was
possible to take a measurement for each attribute even if that measurement was zero. This
allowed setting this parameter = 0 which increased processing speed. ‘usesurrogate=0’
sets the preference when using surrogate splits. If set =0, then surrogate splits are not
used. Any observation with missing data will not be sent down either branch of the split.
‘xval=2’ sets the number of cross validations to be used in the process of growing the
tree. ‘surrogatestyle=0’ controls the selection of the best surrogate split. The default value
of ‘0’ uses the total number of correct classifications as the potential surrogate split.
‘maxdepth=20’ sets the maximum number of levels or depth that the initial tree will
grow. The splitting process will stop after 20 levels. A ‘loss matrix’ can be added to give
more weight to the misclassified observations when calculating the overall cost
complexity. The parameter ‘wt’ is used to change the value of the weight for
misclassified observations.
#STEP 6: RESET OF RESULT VECTORS
alpha_results <- numeric(0)
mc_results <- numeric(0)
Before each iteration in the loop to test different values of the complexity
parameter  the vectors need to be re-set.
#STEP 7: TEST VALUES OF COMPLEXITY PARAMETER (ALPHA)
for (alpha in seq(0.0001, 0.0100, 0.0001)) {
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Step 7 provides the control code for the loop where the tree is pruned for different
values of the complexity parameter ‘alpha’ ranging from 0.0001 to 0.0100 in increments
of 0.0001.
#STEP 8: PRUNE TREE WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF COMPLEXITY
PARAMETER (ALPHA)
pruned_tree<-prune(tree,cp=alpha)
#plot(pruned_tree,uniform=TRUE,compress=TRUE,nspace=TRUE,branch=1,margin=.2,
main="Pruned Classification Tree for NS Roll Backs")
#text(pruned_tree,use.n=T,all=T,cex=.6)
The R function ‘prune’ trims the object ‘tree’ created previously by the ‘rpart’
function. The function will trim the tree object back to the level of the complexity
parameter ‘alpha’. Plot and text functions are added so that the end user can monitor the
size and complexity of the pruned tree during each iteration. The plot and text functions
are usually edited out to speed up processing.
#STEP 9: CROSS VALIDATE PRUNED TREE WITH VALIDATION DATA SET
pred<-predict(pruned_tree,newdata=valid,type="class")
mc<-table(valid$NEG_BAL_90,pred)
#print(mc)
mis_class <- (mc[1,2]+mc[2,1])/sum(mc)
The R function ‘predict’ is a generic R function to provide predictions from
various model fitting functions. The object ‘pruned_tree’ is the result from the previous
pruning step. The predictions are stored in an object named ‘pred’. The predictions are
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summed up in a table named ‘mc’ against the actual classifications stored in the
‘NEG_BAL_90’ field. The proportion of misclassified observations is found by summing
together the total actual ‘NEG’ that were predicted ‘POS’ and the total actual ‘POS’ that
were predicted ‘NEG’ and dividing the sum by the total number of observations.
Table 2 Example: Classification Summary

Actual
‘NEG’
Actual
‘POS’

Predicted
‘NEG’

Predicted
‘POS’

420

1023

296

2761

Table 2 provides an example of a misclassified calculation. An observation is
misclassified if its predicted class is different from its actual class. Table 2 highlights
misclassified observation in red. Thus the misclassification rate = (1023+296) / 4500 =
0.2931
#STEP 10:
mc_results <- rbind(mc_results,mis_class)
alpha_results <- rbind(alpha_results,alpha)}
For each value of the complexity parameter, alpha, the resulting misclassification
rate is appended to the ‘mc_results’ vector and the alpha value is appended to the
‘alpha_results’ vector.
#STEP 11: STORE RESULTS
alpha_results_f <- cbind(alpha_results_f,alpha_results)
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mc_results_f <- cbind(mc_results_f,mc_results)
iter_tracker<-rbind(iter_tracker,i)
plot(iter_tracker,iter_tracker,type="l")}
For each loop through the tree growing and pruning process the misclassification
rates for each value of the complexity parameter  are appended to a vector of final
results called ‘alpha_results_f’. A similar vector is also used to store the misclassification
rates for each  ‘mc_results_f. A running total of the iteration counter is also updated and
plotted for the benefit of the end user so progress through the process can be monitored.
#STEP 12: CALCULATE MEAN MISCLASSIFIED RATE FOR EACH ALPHA
mean_results <- numeric(0)
mean_results <- mean(mc_results_f[1,])
for (i in seq(2,nrow(mc_results_f),1)) {
mean_results <- rbind(mean_results,mean(mc_results_f[i,]))}
After all iterations are complete, the mean misclassification rate is calculated for
each value of the complexity parameter, alpha. The calculation is stored in the vector
mean_results.
#STEP 13: PLOT MEAN MIS-CLASSIFIED RATE AGAINST COMPLEXITY
PARAMETER VALUES
matplot(alpha_results_f[,1], mc_results_f, type="l", main="Mis-Classified % by Pruning
CP;

50% Holdout

min(.005,.306)",xlab="Pruning Complexity (CP) Paramter",

ylab="Mis-Classified %")
points(alpha_results_f[,1],mean_results,type="l",col=4,lwd=5)
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Each series of complexity parameters and misclassification rates are plotted with
the matplot function. The points function allows the mean of the misclassification rates
for each complexity parameter to be over laid in blue and a heavier font.
Figure 13: Plot of all Series from 1000 Iterations of CART Process

Figure 13 illustrates the plot of each ordered pair of the complexity parameter and the
misclassification percentage for 1000 iterations of the CART algorithm.
#STEP 14: FIND OVERALL MINIMUM POINT
results_f<-cbind(alpha_results,mean_results)
min_mc<-max(which(mean_results==min(mean_results)))
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best_alpha<-results_f[min_mc,]
alpha_val=best_alpha[1]
alpha_val
The ‘min’ function is used to find the row number or index of the minimum mean
misclassification rate in the ‘mean_results’ data set. In the rare event that there are ties,
the ‘max’ function is used to identify the last ordered pair of complexity parameter and
misclassification

rate.

The

last

ordered

pair

of

complexity

parameter

and

misclassification rate is preferred because it would represent the least complicated tree
for the minimum misclassification rate. The ordered pair is then stored as ‘best_alpha’.
#STEP 15: PRUNE AND PLOT FINAL TREE
pruned_tree<-prune(tree,cp=alpha_val)
plot(pruned_tree,

uniform=TRUE,

compress=TRUE,

nspace=TRUE,

branch=1,

margin=.2, main="Pruned Classification Tree for NS Roll Backs")
text(pruned_tree,use.n=T,all=T,cex=.6)
The final step is to prune the original tree using the largest complexity parameter
found in step 14 with the smallest misclassification rate. The final tree is plotted with the
plot function and labeled with the text function.
TUNING MODEL PARAMETERS:
Determining Size of Training and Validation Data Sets
There are other conditions and parameters to consider to fine tune the CART
model. One condition to consider is how many observations to randomly assign to the
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learning data set and how many to hold out for the validation data set. It is common to
assign 2/3 of the observations to the learning data set and hold out the remaining 1/3 of
the observations for the test data set. (Kohavi 1995) The prediction accuracy of the model
should improve as more observations are assigned to the learning set as the learning set
will more closely resembles the entire population. (Kohavi 1995) In turn it is expected
that smaller validation sets will introduce more error, wider confidence intervals for the
estimator and cause a decrease in the predictive accuracy of the model. (Kohavi 1995)
This partitioning theory proved to be consistent as different sizes of hold out data
sets were tested with the CART algorithm. Ten different scenarios were tested with hold
out data sets ranging in size from 10% to 90% of the original data set. In each case,
records not included in the hold out data set were used in the training set to generate the
model. Table 3 summarizes the minimum ordered pair of mean misclassification
percentage and complexity parameter generated by each scenario. For speed only ten
iterations of the process were used to calculate the mean misclassification percentage.

Table 3: Results from Hold Out Size Test
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In Figure 14, the plot of Hold Out % versus the Mean Misclassification % shows
lower mean misclassification rates for smaller hold out data sets. Or in other words, the
accuracy of the model is best (lowest misclassification rates) when the hold out data set is
the smallest. This is consistent with the expectation that larger training sets generate more
accurate models.
Figure 14: Plot of Minimum Mean Misclassification Percentage vs Hold Out %
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Figure 15 provides a side-by-side comparison of the resulting plots of min mean
misclassification percentage by complexity parameter for different partitions of the data
into training and validation data sets. For scenarios where a the hold out for the validation
data set was 10%-60% a clear minimum point for the mean misclassification percentage
can be seen. As the hold out percentage increased to 70%-90% and the training data sets
decreased in size, the minimum mean misclassification percentage could only be found at
the largest complexity parameter value. During pruning, the largest values of the
complexity parameter completely prune the tree back to the root. So for large hold out
percentages, the minimum misclassification rate is found at the root of the tree.
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Figure 15: Comparison of Hold Out Proportion Scenarios

The best options for creating training and validation sets are limited to using a
hold out percentage less than 70%. It is important to keep in mind that for this project, an
optimal balance must be found between the complexity of the model and its predictive
accuracy. The complexity of the model is driven by the complexity parameter during the
pruning process. A closer look at Table 2 reveals that the smallest mean misclassification
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rates are associated with the smallest complexity parameters and in turn the most
complex trees. Increasing the hold out percentage results in higher complexity parameters
and higher mean misclassification rates, which plateau for hold out percentages between
50%-60%. There is a noticeable jump in complexity parameter when the hold out
percentage increases from 60% to 67%, while the mean misclassification rate only
increases from 30.0%-30.6%. In an effort to find a balance between tree complexity and
misclassification rates, a hold out rate of 67% was selected. In the final version of the
model 1/3 of the observations were assigned to the training data set and the remaining 2/3
of the observations were assigned to the validation data set.
Loss Matrix
Constructing a loss matrix is another consideration during the model building
process. A loss matrix is used to apply different weights to misclassifications. (Williams
2010) In this project there are two types of errors. One possible error is a Type II or false
negative error which occurs when an observation from the test set is predicted to be
classified as ‘NEG_BAL_90=N’ (a roll back on an account that does not have a negative
balance that has aged 90+ days), but in fact, the observation was actually categorized as
‘NEG_BAL_90=Y’. This error by the model would lead to granting a request that funds
on hold be released to an account that was known to have resulted in a negative balance.
The other type of error is a Type I or false positive error which occurs when an
observation from the test set is predicted to be classified as ‘NEG_BAL_90’=Y when in
fact is was actually classified as ‘NEG_BAL_90=N’ For this error a good customer
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would have been negatively impacted because their request for a release of funds would
have been incorrectly denied. While there is a sensitivity to minimize the negative
impacts to good customers, the primary goal of this project is to minimize potential risk
of early release of funds. The ‘rpart’ function allows for a loss matrix parameter to give
greater weight to a class when determining the class of a node. This is most useful when
one particular class is under represented in the data set. A rule of thumb suggests that loss
matrix weights should be considered when the class of interest comprises less than 5% of
the population. (Williams 2010) The data set for this project has a proportion of 0.32 for
the ‘NEG_BAL_90=Y’, thus a weighted loss matrix may be unnecessary. The plot in
Figure 16 supports this by showing that the model settles on higher complexity parameter
variables when a symmetric loss matrix is used.
Figure 16: Complexity Parameter Values for Loss Matrix Scenarios

Optimal Complexity Parameter vs Hold Out Pct

Optimal Complexity Parameter

0.0120
0.0100
0.0080

Symmetric Loss Matrix (No
Weighting)

0.0060

False Negatives Weighted 2x

0.0040

False Negatives Weighted 3x

0.0020
0.0000
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Chapter 4: Final Model Results and Findings
FINAL MODEL FINDINGS
Figure 17 provides a graphical representation of the optimal model. One thousand
iterations of the CART process were repeated where each iteration consisted of drawing a
new learning set made up of 1/3 of the data set with the remaining 2/3 held out as the
validation set. The optimal tree was pruned back with a complexity parameter, alpha
=0.0049. The resulting tree contains 16 terminal nodes. A complete summary of the
nodes and splits is included in Appendix B.
Figure 17: Final Model: Plot of Misclassified % vs Complexity Parameter
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Figure 18 provides a summary of the predicted versus actual classifications. (for
the hold out set)

Actual

90+ Day
Old
Negative
Balances

Figure 18: Final Model: Classification Summary

90+ Day Old
Negative Balance
Predicted
N
Y

Total

N

3893

174

4067

Y

1638

295

1933

5531

469

6000

Total

For the validation data set, the final model classified 469 (8%) observations as
having a 90+ day old negative balance. This represents roll back requests that should
have been declined. Out of these declines, 174 (37%) would have been incorrectly
declined to good customers who did not incur and age a negative accounts balance past
90 days.
The model also classified 5531 (92%) of the observations as not having a 90+ old
negative balance. Approval of these rollbacks would have represented minimal risk. Of
those approvals, 1638 (30%) would aged negative balances for at least 90 days and
become a risk for charge off expense.
Overall, the misclassification rate is (174+1638)/6000 = 30.2%. A baseline
comparison follows to evaluate the model misclassification rate.
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QUANTIFYING MODEL RESULTS
Misclassification Rate Improvement
To this point, the biggest metrics for evaluating the model have been the
misclassification percentage and complexity parameter. A base line misclassification rate
could be established assuming no prior knowledge of the dataset. Since the values of
NEG_BAL_90  {‘Y’,’N’}, then assigning a probability of 0.50 that an observation
would be classified as NEG_BAL_90=’Y’ would serve as a fair guess. Knowing that in
the data set the true proportion of NEG_BAL_90=’Y’ is 0.326 (2944/9017), Figure 19
demonstrates that using a coin toss to predict classification would result in a
misclassification rate of 50%.
Figure 19: Misclassification Baseline (Based on 50/50 Guess)
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But there is knowledge of the prior distribution of NEG_BAL_90=Y, so the initial
guess at classification could be made based on the actual proportion of NEG_BAL_90=Y
in the data, which is 0.324. Figure 20 demonstrates how a baseline misclassification rate
of 43.8% could be derived using the prior knowledge from the data.
Figure 20: Misclassification Baseline (Based on Actual Class Proportions)

Recall that the overall misclassification rate created by the model was 30.2%.
This represents a 19.8 percentage point improvement in the misclassification rate over
assuming a 50% misclassification rate. This is also a 13.6 percentage point improvement
over guessing with prior knowledge of the data. Clearly the model improves the ability to
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predict the correct classification of a roll back request, but the value of the model should
be quantified in terms of risk dollars.
Demonstration of Value for Final Model
It is short sighted to evaluate the value of the model solely based on the
misclassification rate. An analysis of the reduction of dollars at risk for scenarios with
and without the model in place should be performed. Commonly the financial risk for the
early release of funds on hold is measured by a ratio of good versus bad. This ratio is
based on the total dollar amount of funds released (good) divided by the total dollar
amount of negative balances incurred (bad). In the original data set $734,000 in funds on
hold were released back to the account holder. After 90 days, total negative balances for
these card holders totaled ($63,900) for a good versus bad ratio of 8.7%
Had rules from the final model been implemented then $680,000 would have been
approved for release. Due to the Type II error in the model, 2456 roll back requests
would have still received approvals and resulted in negative balances, but the total of
these negative balances would have been reduced to $43,600, resulting in a good/bad
ratio of 6.4%, representing an improvement of 1.8 percentage points.
Figure 21 shows that had the classification rules been implemented the total
amount of rollbacks approved would have been reduced 7.5% by $54,000. However,
negative balance risk would have been reduced an estimated 32%, potentially saving
$20,000. And the 2.3 increase in the “Release/Negative Balance” ratio represents a 26%
improvement
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Figure 21: Release to Negative Balance Ratio (Actual vs Predicted)

Business Rules for Model Implementation
It is important to note that the intent of this project is to find an optimal set of
business rules that could be implemented and used to decision roll back requests both in
an automated and manual setting. The final model based on a complexity parameter of
=0.0049 does minimize the misclassification rate but the resulting tree of 16 terminal
nodes is still very complex. It would be very difficult for a live customer service agent to
make a decision about a roll back or advise a customer on why a roll back was approved
or denied based on a complex classification tree.
Figure 22 offers a second view of the plot of the mean misclassification rates
against complexity parameter values. The minimum point (cp,mc) = (0.0049, 0.3075)
does represent the optimal tree, but while mean misclassification rate does increase as the
complexity parameter increase, it increases slowly.
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Figure 22: Mean Misclassification Rates vs Complexity Parameter

For the sake of creating a practical and simple tree for implementation, a
complexity parameter of 0.0065 could be chosen. The resulting simple tree would result
in a mean misclassification rate of 31.1% against the validation sets. This resulting tree
would only have three splitting rules and four terminal nodes.
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Figure 23: Simple Tree

This simple version of the tree would be much easier to implement and it would
only sacrifice 0.9 percentage points of is misclassification accuracy.
To further quantify, had this simple tree been implemented $640,000 of rollbacks
would have been approved and $36,700 in negative balances incurred. The resulting
release to negative balance ratio of -5.7% would still represent an improvement of 3
percentage points if the model were not implemented.
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Figure 24 summarizes the roll back dollar amounts released, negative balances at
risk and release to negative balance ratio for the current state, implementing an optimal
tree and implementing a simple tree.
Figure 24: Final Comparisons

Note that while the simple tree reduces the amount of roll back approved by
$40,000, it also reduces the negative balance dollars at risk. But the result is a lower
release to negative balance ratio. While the optimal tree may have minimized the
misclassification rate, the only realistic opportunity to implement such a tree would be in
an automated environment. If the model is to be deployed in a manual setting where a
live customer service agent is being asked to relay a decision on approving or denying a
roll back request, then the simple tree would be preferred. The trade off of approving less
roll back requests and negatively affecting customer behavior does not outweigh the
aversion of potential negative balance risk.
Recommended Business Rules
The simplified classification tree presented in Figure 23 provides the basis for
business rules to decide when to grant cardholder rollback request.
1. Approve rollback requests for cardholders who have never overdrawn the
account through the optional overdraft protection product.
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2. If a cardholder has ever overdrawn the account using overdraft protection,
then approve rollback requests only if the account has received more than
$151,524 in ACH credits (direct deposits) over the life of the account.
3. If a cardholder has ever overdrawn the account using overdraft protection but
has less than $151,524 in ACH credits over the life of the account then
approve the rollback only if the account has received more than $424.40 in
cash load credits during the previous month.
4. Otherwise, decline the rollback request.
Summary
With the aim of providing business rules to mitigate financial risk this paper
provided a brief introduction to the prepaid card industry and an explanation of the risk
associated with the early release of funds on hold commonly referred to as rollbacks. The
case was made to find a solution set of business rules to limit the financial exposure
created by negative balances which are incurred after granting rollbacks to some prepaid
debit cardholders. An overview of the basic elements of the CART algorithm and a step
by step explanation of the application of R code applied was provided. The optimal
solution from the CART process was presented after an explanation of the selection of
the primary ‘rpart’ function control parameters. An argument was provided to defend a
compromise in the optimization of the final tree in favor of a simpler and more practical
model. The paper concludes with four simple business rules to minimize the financial risk
associated with granting rollbacks.
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Appendices
R-Code
#R-CODE: CART ANALYSIS APPLIED TO ROLL BACK DATA
#UPDATED: 02/27/2012 by S. Martin
#R-CODE: CART ANALYSIS APPLIED TO ROLL BACK DATA
#UPDATED: 02/27/2012 by S. Martin
#STEP 1: START UP: LOAD LIBRARY AND DATA
library(rpart)
rb_all
<read.table("C:\\Documents
and
Settings\\smartin\\my
documents\\smartin\\cart\\rb_sample.csv",header=T,sep=",")
summary(rb_all)
#STEP 2: INITIALIZE VARIABLES
alpha_results_f <-numeric(0)
mc_results_f <-numeric(0)
iter_tracker <-numeric(0)
iter_loops <-numeric(0)
iter_loops <-1000
wt=1.0
hold_out=2/3
lr_learn<-9000*(1-hold_out)
fr_train<-9000*(1-hold_out)+1
#STEP 3: BEGIN THE FOR LOOP
for (i in seq(1,iter_loops,1)) {
#STEP 4: PARTITION DATA INTO LEARNING AND VALIDATION SUB
SETS
random_data<rb_all[sample(1:nrow(rb_all),9000,replace=FALSE),]
learn<-random_data[1:lr_learn,]
valid<-random_data[fr_train:9000,]
#STEP 5: GROW INITIAL TREE
alpha_grow=0.0001
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tree.control<c(cp=alpha_grow,maxcompete=2,maxsurrogate=0,usesurrogate=0,
xval=2,surrogatestyle=0,maxdepth=20)
loss_matrix<-matrix(c(0,1,wt,0),nrow=2)
tree=rpart(NEG_BAL_90~ACCT_AGE+DD_FLAG+DOCS+OD_FLAG+FAP_FLA
G+RB_CNT+RB_AMT+RB_AGE+CL_AMT+CL_CNT+PM_CL_AMT+PM_CL_CNT+AC
H_AMT+ACH_CNT+PM_ACH_AMT+PM_ACH_CNT+MCC,data=learn,method='
class',parms=list(split='gini',loss=loss_matrix),control=tr
ee.control)
#tree=rpart(NEG_BAL_90~ACCT_AGE+DD_FLAG+DOCS+FAP_FLAG+RB_AM
T+RB_AGE+CL_AMT+CL_CNT+PM_CL_AMT+PM_CL_CNT+ACH_AMT+ACH_CNT+
PM_ACH_AMT+PM_ACH_CNT+MCC,data=learn,method='class',parms=l
ist(split='gini'),control=tree.control)
#STEP 6: RESET OF RESULT VECTORS
alpha_results <- numeric(0)
mc_results <- numeric(0)
#STEP 7: TEST VALUES OF COMPLEXITY PARAMETER (ALPHA)
for (alpha in seq(.0001,.0100,.0001)) {
#STEP 8: PRUNE TREE WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF COMPLEXITY
PARAMETER (ALPHA)
pruned_tree<-prune(tree,cp=alpha)
#plot(pruned_tree,uniform=TRUE,compress=TRUE,nspace=TRUE,br
anch=1,margin=.2,main="Pruned Classification Tree for NS
Roll Backs")
#text(pruned_tree,use.n=T,all=T,cex=.6)
#STEP 9: CROSS VALIDATE PRUNED TREE WITH VALIDATION DATA
SET
pred<-predict(pruned_tree,newdata=valid,type="class")
mc<-table(valid$NEG_BAL_90,pred)
#print(mc)
mis_class <- (mc[1,2]+mc[2,1])/sum(mc)
#STEP 10:
mc_results <- rbind(mc_results,mis_class)
alpha_results <- rbind(alpha_results,alpha)
}
#STEP 11: STORE RESULTS
alpha_results_f <- cbind(alpha_results_f,alpha_results)
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mc_results_f <- cbind(mc_results_f,mc_results)
iter_tracker<-rbind(iter_tracker,i)
plot(iter_tracker~iter_tracker,type="l")
}
#matplot(alpha_results_f[,1],alpha_results_f,type="l",main=
"Mis-Classified % by Pruning CP",xlab="Pruning Complexity
(CP) Paramter",ylab="Mis-Classified %")
#STEP 12: CALCULATE MEAN MISCLASSIFIED RATE FOR EACH ALPHA
mean_results <- numeric(0)
mean_results <- mean(mc_results_f[1,])
for (i in seq(2,nrow(mc_results_f),1)) {
mean_results <- rbind(mean_results,mean(mc_results_f[i,]))
}
#STEP 13: PLOT MEAN MIS-CLASSIFIED RATE AGAINST COMPLEXITY
PARAMETER VALUES
matplot(alpha_results_f[,1],mc_results_f,type="l",main="Mis
-Classified
%
by
Pruning
CP;
50%
Holdout
min(.005,.306)",xlab="Pruning
Complexity
(CP)
Paramter",ylab="Mis-Classified %")
points(alpha_results_f[,1],mean_results,type="l",col=4,lwd=
5)
#STEP 14: FIND OVERALL MINIMUM POINT
results_f<-cbind(alpha_results,mean_results)
min_mc<-max(which(mean_results==min(mean_results)))
best_alpha<-results_f[min_mc,]
alpha_val=best_alpha[1]
alpha_val
#STEP 15: PRUNE AND PLOT FINAL TREE
#alpha_val=.0080
pruned_tree<-prune(tree,cp=alpha_val)
plot(pruned_tree,uniform=TRUE,compress=TRUE,nspace=TRUE,bra
nch=1,margin=.2,main="Pruned Classification Tree for NS
Roll Backs")
text(pruned_tree,use.n=T,all=T,cex=.6)
pred<-predict(pruned_tree,newdata=valid,type="class")
mc<-table(valid$NEG_BAL_90,pred)
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#pred<-predict(pruned_tree,newdata=valid,type="class")
#STEP 13: PLOT MEAN MIS-CLASSIFIED RATE AGAINST COMPLEXITY
PARAMETER VALUES
matplot(alpha_results_f[,1],mc_results_f,type="l",ylab="Mis
-Classified %",xlab="Complexity Parameter (CP)")
title(main
=
list("Misclassified
Pct
by
CP
(Holdout=66.7%)", cex=2, col=1,font=1),sub=list("min point
= (0.0049, 0.3075)"))
points(alpha_results_f[,1],mean_results,type="l",col=4,lwd=
5)
best_alpha
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Data Summary
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Splitting Rules Summary
Node number 1: 3000 observations,
complexity param=0.01690574
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.3253333
class counts: 2024
976
probabilities: 0.675 0.325
left son=2 (2542 obs) right son=3 (458
obs)
Primary splits:
OD_FLAG
splits as LR,
improve=36.36145, (0 missing)
CL_AMT
< 3099.02 to the right,
improve=14.32745, (0 missing)
PM_CL_AMT < 417.795 to the right,
improve=13.16219, (0 missing)
Node number 2: 2542 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.2922895
class counts: 1799
743
probabilities: 0.708 0.292
Node number 3: 458 observations,
complexity param=0.01690574
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4912664
class counts:
225
233
probabilities: 0.491 0.509
left son=6 (31 obs) right son=7
Primary splits:
ACH_AMT
< 151524.3 to the
improve=11.285950, (0 missing)
RB_CNT
< 12
to the
improve= 7.278910, (0 missing)
PM_CL_AMT < 424.38
to the
improve= 7.056686, (0 missing)
Node number 6: 31 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.09677419
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(427 obs)
right,
left,
right,

class counts:
28
3
probabilities: 0.903 0.097
Node number 7: 427 observations,
complexity param=0.01690574
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4613583
class counts:
197
230
probabilities: 0.461 0.539
left son=14 (37 obs) right son=15 (390
obs)
Primary splits:
PM_CL_AMT < 424.38
to the right,
improve=7.069869, (0 missing)
RB_CNT
< 12
to the left,
improve=5.996415, (0 missing)
CL_AMT
< 42.5
to the right,
improve=5.753038, (0 missing)
Node number 14: 37 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.2432432
class counts:
28
9
probabilities: 0.757 0.243
left son=28 (28 obs) right son=29 (9 obs)
Primary splits:
ACH_AMT < 19538.12 to the right,
improve=6.796225, (0 missing)
ACH_CNT < 35.5
to the right,
improve=3.493416, (0 missing)
MCC
splits as L-RRL---L--RLL,
improve=3.493416, (0 missing)
Node number 15: 390 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4333333
class counts:
169
221
probabilities: 0.433 0.567
left son=30 (369 obs) right son=31 (21
obs)
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Primary splits:
PM_CL_AMT <
improve=5.074177,
RB_CNT
<
improve=4.915025,
CL_AMT
<
improve=4.534300,

217
to the left,
(0 missing)
12
to the left,
(0 missing)
42.5
to the right,
(0 missing)

Node number 28: 28 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.07142857
class counts:
26
2
probabilities: 0.929 0.071
Node number 29: 9 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.2222222
class counts:
2
7
probabilities: 0.222 0.778
Node number 30: 369 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4525745
class counts:
167
202
probabilities: 0.453 0.547
left son=60 (324 obs) right son=61 (45
obs)
Primary splits:
CL_AMT < 42.5
to the right,
improve=5.438874, (0 missing)
CL_CNT < 36.5
to the right,
improve=4.642137, (0 missing)
RB_CNT < 21
to the left,
improve=3.778997, (0 missing)
Node number 31: 21 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.0952381
class counts:
2
19
probabilities: 0.095 0.905
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Node number 60: 324 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4845679
class counts:
157
167
probabilities: 0.485 0.515
left son=120 (14 obs) right son=121 (310
obs)
Primary splits:
CL_AMT
< 97
to the left,
improve=5.769181, (0 missing)
RB_CNT
< 21
to the left,
improve=4.347266, (0 missing)
PM_ACH_AMT < 6328.545 to the left,
improve=3.852008, (0 missing)
Node number 61: 45 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.2222222
class counts:
10
35
probabilities: 0.222 0.778
Node number 120: 14 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.07142857
class counts:
13
1
probabilities: 0.929 0.071
Node number 121: 310 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4645161
class counts:
144
166
probabilities: 0.465 0.535
left son=242 (29 obs) right son=243 (281
obs)
Primary splits:
CL_CNT
< 36.5
to the right,
improve=4.312863, (0 missing)
PM_ACH_CNT < 3.5
to the right,
improve=4.284127, (0 missing)
RB_CNT
< 21
to the left,
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improve=4.000086, (0 missing)
Node number 242: 29 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.2758621
class counts:
21
8
probabilities: 0.724 0.276
Node number 243: 281 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4377224
class counts:
123
158
probabilities: 0.438 0.562
left son=486 (197 obs) right son=487 (84
obs)
Primary splits:
CL_CNT
< 13.5
to the left,
improve=6.438365, (0 missing)
ACCT_AGE
< 1175.5
to the left,
improve=5.712356, (0 missing)
PM_ACH_CNT < 3.5
to the right,
improve=4.592875, (0 missing)
Node number 486: 197 observations,
complexity param=0.006403689
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.4923858
class counts:
100
97
probabilities: 0.508 0.492
left son=972 (173 obs) right son=973 (24
obs)
Primary splits:
ACCT_AGE
< 1175.5
to the left,
improve=9.839392, (0 missing)
ACH_AMT
< 93737.67 to the left,
improve=5.658857, (0 missing)
PM_ACH_CNT < 3.5
to the right,
improve=4.273334, (0 missing)
Node number 487: 84 observations
predicted class=Y expected
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loss=0.2738095
class counts:
23
61
probabilities: 0.274 0.726
Node number 972: 173 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=N expected loss=0.433526
class counts:
98
75
probabilities: 0.566 0.434
left son=1944 (14 obs) right son=1945
(159 obs)
Primary splits:
RB_CNT < 3.5
to the right,
improve=5.725815, (0 missing)
CL_CNT < 2.5
to the right,
improve=5.154315, (0 missing)
CL_AMT < 1340.175 to the right,
improve=4.228134, (0 missing)
Node number 973: 24 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.08333333
class counts:
2
22
probabilities: 0.083 0.917
Node number 1944: 14 observations
predicted class=N expected loss=0
class counts:
14
0
probabilities: 1.000 0.000
Node number 1945: 159 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.4716981
class counts:
84
75
probabilities: 0.528 0.472
left son=3890 (33 obs) right son=3891
(126 obs)
Primary splits:
CL_AMT < 2882.5
to the right,
improve=5.611805, (0 missing)
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CL_CNT < 2.5
to the right,
improve=3.854585, (0 missing)
RB_AGE < 9
to the left,
improve=3.846306, (0 missing)
Node number 3890: 33 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.2121212
class counts:
26
7
probabilities: 0.788 0.212
Node number 3891: 126 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.4603175
class counts:
58
68
probabilities: 0.460 0.540
left son=7782 (111 obs) right son=7783
(15 obs)
Primary splits:
RB_AGE
< 12
to the left,
improve=3.641012, (0 missing)
ACH_AMT
< 55179.56 to the left,
improve=2.488889, (0 missing)
PM_ACH_CNT < 4.5
to the right,
improve=2.071305, (0 missing)
Node number 7782: 111 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.4954955
class counts:
56
55
probabilities: 0.505 0.495
left son=15564 (82 obs) right son=15565
(29 obs)
Primary splits:
CL_CNT < 2.5
to the right,
improve=2.959751, (0 missing)
ACH_AMT < 55179.56 to the left,
improve=2.670553, (0 missing)
RB_AMT < 20.455
to the right,
improve=1.905097, (0 missing)
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Node number 7783: 15 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.1333333
class counts:
2
13
probabilities: 0.133 0.867
Node number 15564: 82 observations,
complexity param=0.005122951
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.4268293
class counts:
47
35
probabilities: 0.573 0.427
left son=31128 (66 obs) right son=31129
(16 obs)
Primary splits:
RB_AMT < 20.455
to the right,
improve=2.701497, (0 missing)
MCC
splits as L-LLL-LRR-RRRR,
improve=2.045971, (0 missing)
DOCS
splits as RL,
improve=1.889115, (0 missing)
Node number 15565: 29 observations
predicted class=Y expected
loss=0.3103448
class counts:
9
20
probabilities: 0.310 0.690
Node number 31128: 66 observations
predicted class=N expected
loss=0.3636364
class counts:
42
24
probabilities: 0.636 0.364
Node number 31129: 16 observations
predicted class=Y expected loss=0.3125
class counts:
5
11
probabilities: 0.313 0.688
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